
Comment for planning application 21/00517/F
Application Number 21/00517/F

Location Land Used For Motorcross Stratford Road A422 Wroxton OX15 6HX

Proposal Creation of a motocross track and soft landscaping scheme and the change of use of
agricultural land to hold moto-cross events including set-up, take down and private practice
sessions, with associated camping site, for up to 65 days per year and agricultural grazing
(retrospective)

Case Officer George Smith  
 

Organisation
Name Tristan Koberl

Address Tourney House,Bell Street,Hornton,Banbury,OX15 6DB

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments Presumably planning consent to expand might be given if track expansion somehow benefits
Cherwell and Hornton. But this is not the case is it? It just benefits motocross riders from
everywhere else at the expense of noise pollution inflicted on Hornton residents. CDC's
planning officers are meant look after the area right and not indulge one individual's desire
to trash the place at the expense of the rest of us? Does it benefit the local economy beyond
in excess of the social costs? If someone makes this is argument, then perhaps they can
name just 5 people from Hornton who take some meaningful from the track. I doubt they
would be able to name even one person. The fact that the applicant seems to have
expanded the track and the number of days of use beyond what was initially permitted does
not make it right. It just means that they have been breaking the rules for a long time while
Cherwell DC did nothing to enforce it. By that logic any breach of the law can be excused. As
example: if I was in court for a serious offence, can I cite the precedent of CDC's inaction
towards the applicant and argue that I if had continually broken the law in the past I should
be free to continue breaking it?
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